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										Light and ways to control it.

WaveguidesLenses Mirrors



1665.  Hooke: 
cork cells 

1670-80‘s van Leeuwenhoek: 

protozoa, bacterias,  

spermatozoids  

∼1590

										Optical Instruments.

1950

Heliocentrism,  
expansion of universe,  
extrasolar planets,  
dark energy&matter... 

∼1660

Communication,  
Computation,  
Medicine, ...



										Nanophotonics

Why study nano-photonics?

! Light can transport information “in parallel”

!The energy of light coincide with that of 
electrical and vibrational excitations in matter



!5

     - qubit-qubit effective interactions 
     - photon-photon effective interactions 

- nonlinear physics with minimum power 
- single photon transistor / detector / emitter 
- single molecule spectroscopy, photochemistry, ….

Ω1 Ω2

			Waveguide	photons	and	discrete-level	systems



								Light-MaCer	InteracEon

MATTER = ATOMS H =
�

i

P2i
2me

+ Ee�nucleus + Ee�e

0
1

3

2

…

LIGHT = PHOTONS H = �0|�E|2 + µ0|�H|2 ��k = c |�k|

ATOMS + PHOTONS

+-

�E

�d = e�r

V � �q�E ·�r � Hint = ��d · �E(t)



								Light-MaCer	InteracEon

Due to the interaction term…
 atomic levels are NOT eigenstates of the TOTAL Hamiltonian

∆
�O

∆
�O

ABSORPTION

SPONTANEOUS EMISSION



Dipole-field interaction for a SINGLE photonic mode

= g (�+a+ ��a+)� �� �
HRW

+ g (�+a+ + ��a)� �� �
HCR
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Hint = ��d · �E = g (�+ + ��)� �� �
�x

(a+ + a)
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=σ+

Hint |excited > � |0phot >= |ground > � |1phot >
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The atomic excited state is not an eigenstate:



								Spontaneous	emission	in	vacuum
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|d01|2
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�3

Fine 
structure 
constant
=1/137

Excitation
lifetime

�3 � Density of states for the outgoing photon (in 3D space)

Can we change the density of photon states? 
what happens then?

??dipolar 
moment

d01 = −e < 1|x|0 >

! P1(t) = e�t/�0
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E. M. Purcell "Spontaneous emission probabilities at radio frequencies" Phys. Rev. 69, 681 (1946)

Phys. Rev. 69, 681 (1946)

			Tayloring	Spontaneous	Emission	Rates.

The spontaneous 
emission rate 

depends on the EM 
environment

Premio Nobel 1952 por Resonancia Magnética Nuclear



  Photonic crystals



Cavity QED
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2.4 Plots of Rabi Oscillations

Below are plots of the probabilities to be in state |1i or |2i (solid and dashed lines, respec-
tively) for various Rabi-frequencies and detunings (equations (2.1)):
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Reversible dynamics of the QE population 

Conventional wisdom: strong coupling
2.4 Plots of Rabi Oscillations

Below are plots of the probabilities to be in state |1i or |2i (solid and dashed lines, respec-
tively) for various Rabi-frequencies and detunings (equations (2.1)):
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Rabi oscillations

Excited 2LS Cavity Photon





								Light-MaCer	InteracEon

MATTER = H =
�

i

P2i
2me

+ Ee�nucleus + Ee�e

0
1

3

2

…

LIGHT = H = �0|�E|2 + µ0|�H|2 ��k = c |�k|

ATOMS + 

+-

�E

�d = e�r
V � �q�E ·�r � Hint = ��d · �E(t)

Idea:
Enhance coupling by focusing E
how much can E be confined?
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				        The diffraction limit.
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				        The diffraction limit.
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				        The diffraction limit.
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				        The diffraction limit.
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�x � �

2
Minimum lateral size of light
(and this is only confined in 1D!)

- For nm resolution we need λ in the nm range -> X rays
- X rays are intensively used for this reason, but have problems 
    (too much energy, so they damage matter)

											 Nanophotonics and the diffraction limit.

With light λ is 500-900nm, so      ≈ 250nm

Poor resolution It is not possible to address 
single molecules separately

�x
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RevisiEng	the		
diffracEon	limit		

(I)
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x

z
However, if we could play with kz

2<0... 

as large as we want

arbitrarily small

							     Beating the diffraction limit.
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z

x

These waves can not exist
 in uniform media, but…

 exist if there are interfaces

Problem: 
the field is only intense close to the interfase 

->  near-field optics 

					       Beating the diffraction limit.
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Another way to change the 
density of photon states:

Metals



Surface Plasmons

  Horizontal light 

Small “Modal”  
volume: localized 

enhancement of the 
EM field 

|Re(Hy)| 

εAu= -12.83+1.2i 

λο=650(nm) 

λSP=624.4(nm)
Labs~12.7(µm)

xy

z



λ0=1500nm → ε ≈ −110+i3

δmetal≈30nm 

δvacuum≈0.3µm (0.5λ0) 

ℓpropagation ≈40µm (60λ0)

→ sub-λ !

δmetal≈25nm 

δvacuum≈2.3µm (1.5λ0) 

ℓpropagation ≈300µm (200λ0) → low loss

{

{

metal
vacuum

SPPs: typical numbers in Silver

λ0=600nm → ε ≈ −15+i0.5



Most of the radiation is emitted as a propagating SPP!

Radiation by a dipole



} z
P. A. HUIDOBRO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 85, 155438 (2012)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) β factor for an emitter at ν = 2.4 THz
as a function of the distance to the graphene sheet, z, normalized to the
free-space wavelength λ0 for different values of the chemical potential
(µ = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 eV). Inset panel: total decay rate ($/$0) and
decay rates through the plasmonic ($GSP/$0) and radiative ($rad/$0)
channels. (b) Super- and subradiance between two emitters mediated
by a graphene sheet when the two dipoles interact in transmission
through it. γ is plotted as a function of the vertical distance of the
dipoles to the graphene sheet for the three values of the chemical
potential µ. The red line (long dashes) shows the vacuum interaction
γvac.

where u⃗p is the unitary vector in the direction of the dipole
moment, For the sake of simplicity, we take a dipole moment
perpendicular to the graphene sheet (p⃗ = pu⃗z), and then
the relevant component of the tensor is Gzz, composed
of a free space and a reflected part.17 This leads to the
following expression for the Purcell factor, which is the
total decay rate normalized to the free-space decay rate
[$0 = k3

0 |p⃗|2/(3πh̄ϵ0)]:

$

$0
= 3

2
Re

[∫ ∞

0
dq

q3

qz

(1 −rp(q)e2ik0qzz)
]

, (2)

where we integrate over the normalized parallel wave vector
q = k∥/k0, qz =

√
1 −q2 is the momentum in the direction

perpendicular to the sheet, with Im(qz) ! 0, and rp(q) =
−αqz/(αqz + 1) is the reflection coefficient of the graphene
layer for p-polarization, with α = 2πσ/c being the normal-
ized conductivity. The pole of rp(q) gives the dispersion
relation of the GSPs propagating in the graphene sheet,
which appear when Im(σ ) > 0, i.e., below a critical frequency
h̄ω0 ≈ 2µ. The contribution of GSPs to the total decay rate

can be calculated from the pole in rp(q):

$GSP

$0
= 3π

2
Re

[

i
q2

p

α
e2ik0q

p
z z

]

, (3)

where qp =
√

1 −α−2 and q
p
z = −α−1 are the normalized

momentum components of the GSP.
The inset panel in Fig. 1(a) shows the Purcell factor

(solid red line) at ν = 2.4 THz and for µ = 0.2 eV as a
function of the emitter-graphene distance z normalized to the
free-space wavelength λ0 = 124 µm. The physical parameters
µ and λ0 were chosen, as shown in Ref. 17, to provide a
good compromise in the trade-off between confinement and
propagation length for the GSPs. Three different regions can
be identified in the inset panel in Fig. 1(a) according to the
decay mechanisms: (i) a radiative region at large distances
(z ! λ0/10 for the chosen parameters), where the emitter is
far enough from the graphene sheet and the total decay rate
follows $rad/$0 (dotted blue line), which corresponds to the
integration of the radiative modes in Eq. (2) (0 < q < 1);
(ii) a region (λ0/10 ! z ! λ0/100) where the dominant decay
channel is the coupling to GSPs and the total decay equals
$GSP/$0 (green dashed line); and (iii) a lossy region when the
emitter is very close to the sheet (z " λ0/100). Importantly,
and as the figure shows, the decay rate of the emitter can
be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. Here we are
interested in the plasmonic region, where the GSP contribution
to the Purcell factor reaches values larger than 100 for the
parameters we have chosen. It is interesting to note that similar
values of the Purcell factor can be obtained for very thin metal
films24 when the thickness is much smaller than the skin depth,
which is challenging from the fabrication point of view, as
opposed to graphene. For higher frequencies or smaller µ,
larger Purcell factors in the plasmonic region can be obtained
in graphene; for instance, $/$0 ≈ 103 at λ0 = 64 µm for the
same chemical potential.

The parameter that accounts for the efficiency of the
coupling to GSP, the β factor, is defined as the ratio of
the emitter’s decay rate through GSP to its total decay rate,
β = $GSP/$. Figure 1(a) studies the possibility of tuning β
with the chemical potential. Three values of µ are considered:
µ = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 eV. For each value of µ there is a range
of z’s where β is close to 1, which corresponds to the region
where the decay rate is dominated by the plasmonic channel
(see inset panel). The region of high β can be dynamically
tuned with the chemical potential, which is in turn controlled
by means of an electrostatic gating or a chemical doping. In
particular, when the chemical potential is decreased to 0.1 eV
(green line) and 0.05 eV (blue line), the GSP appears at
larger q vectors, the GSP is more confined to the graphene
sheet, and the range of distances where β is high is narrower.
The capability of tuning plasmonic properties by means of a
gate potential is the most important advantage of graphene
compared to thin metal layers.

III. SUPERRADIANCE IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL
GRAPHENE SHEETS

The efficient and tunable coupling of an emitter to the SP
modes propagating in a graphene sheet can be used to modify
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energy! linked by the dispersion relation k2ð!Þð!m þ 1Þ ¼
!m !

2=c2. The area of the metal-dielectric interface is A,

and g ~" ð ~k; zjÞ is the coupling constant of the dipolar interac-
tion between a given QE and the SPP field

g ~" ð ~k; zÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
!ð ~kÞ

2!0Lð ~kÞ

vuut e%kzz ~" &
"
û ~k þ i

j ~kj
kz

ûz

#
; (2)

where Lð ~kÞ is the effective length of the mode [25,26].
For calculating this coupling constant, propagation losses

of the SPP modes are neglected. The unitary vectors in the ~k
and z directions are û ~k and ûz, respectively. The dependence
of g ~" with z is dictated by the decay length of the SPP in the

z direction via kz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 %!2=c2

p
. In Fig. 1(b), we render

the evolution of g ~" ð ~k; zÞ with frequency for two possible

orientations of the dipole: parallel to the momentum ~k and
perpendicular to the metal surface. In both cases, the cou-
plings are evaluated for QEs with#0 ¼ 0:1 meV, which is a
typical value for the J aggregates used in the experiments as
QEs [13– 15,17]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the coupling con-
stant between the QE and the SPP mode is larger for the

perpendicular orientation, as kz is always smaller than j ~kj.
To simplify the general Hamiltonian (1), we first con-

sider that in the low excitation regime, the QE lowering and
raising operators ($i;j and $

y
i;j) can be replaced by bosonic

operators bi;j and byi;j, respectively. Second, as in the

experiments the ensemble of QEs is disordered, we assume
that the structure factor is peaked at zero momentum.

Third, we build up a collective mode of the N QEs, D y
~k
,

by means of a transformation in which each excitation is
weighted by its coupling to SPPs. Based on this, the total
Hamiltonian of the N QEs interacting with the SPP modes
of a 2D metal film can be written as HN ¼ P

~kH
N
~k
(see the

details of its derivation in the Supplemental Material [24]),

in which the Hamiltonian associated with momentum ~k has
the following expression:

HN
~k
¼ !0D

y
~k
D ~k þ!ð ~kÞay~k a ~k þ½gN~" ð ~kÞa ~kD

y
~k
þ h:c:(: (3)

Here, gN~" ð ~kÞ is the effective coupling constant:

gN~" ð ~kÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ns

A

XNL

j¼1

jg ~" ð ~k; zjÞj2
vuuut ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n
Z sþW

s
jg ~" ð ~k; zÞj2dz

s
:

(4)

The last equality in Eq. (4) assumes a continuum
of layers in the z direction with a total thickness W and
a volume density of emitters n ¼ NsNL=ðAW Þ. The
Hamiltonian as written in Eq. (3) is one of the main results
of our work, as it allows an ab initio quantum treatment of
the coherent coupling between an ensemble of N QEs and
SPPs. Notice that this interaction conserves the total
momentum of the system composed of the supermode of
QEs and the SPP. When evaluating the coupling constant

for a momentum ~k, gN~" ð ~kÞ, there is no need to rely on fitting
parameters and can be calculated from first principles, as
shown below.
In Fig. 2(a) we plot the effective coupling constant gN

evaluated at ~kð!0Þ for a density of emitters n ¼ 106 " m%3

(of the order of the volume densities used in the experi-
ments) as a function of W and for different values of the
spacer width. This magnitude depends on the orientation of
the QEs’ dipole moments. Here we render the two limiting
cases (all dipoles oriented perpendicularly or parallel to the
metal surface) as well as an isotropic average over these
two orientations, g2iso ¼ 2g2k=3þ g2?=3. Two main conclu-

sions can be extracted from this figure. First, gN depends
strongly on W but saturates for thick enough films. This
saturation is due to the exponential dependence of g ~" on z
related to the spatial decay of the SPP mode, and therefore
it is determined by the dielectric environment of the metal

film. Second, the dependence of gN~" ð ~kÞ on the width of the

spacer layer is not very strong.
The excitation of the hybrid system needs to be included

in the theoretical framework. In order to reproduce the
typical experimental configuration, we will assume
that SPPs are excited by a coherent laser field. A new
term is incorporated into the total Hamiltonian, H L

~k
ðtÞ ¼

! ~kða ~ke
i!Lt þ ay~k e

%i!LtÞ [11], in which ! ~k measures the

intensity of the laser field and !L is the operating

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic picture of the N QEs
distributed in a volume of width W separated by a distance s
from a metal film of thickness h. (b) Coupling constant g ~" ð ~k; z0Þ
for a single QE with perpendicular (solid blue) and parallel
(red dashed) orientations (see inset) placed at z0 ¼ 20 nm and

interacting with a SPP of momentum ~kð!Þ.
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frequency of the laser. In this way, the laser field fixes the

SPP parallel momentum ~k, implying that only the termHN
~k

in the total HamiltonianHN needs to be taken into account.
Finally, the description of the dynamics of the system

must be completed by considering both the losses in the
ensemble of QEs and the dissipation associated with the
SPP mode. The decay lifetime of the SPP mode !a ~k

can be

calculated from the SPP propagation length LSPP and group
velocity vg, !a ~k

¼ vg=LSPP. This SPP lifetime increases as

the frequency approaches the SPP cutoff frequency being
around 5 meV for ! ¼ !0 ¼ 2 eV. The lifetime associ-
ated with the collective mode of the ensemble of N QEs
!D~k

is obtained from the averaged value of the decay rates

for each individual QE !"ðzÞ weighted by a term propor-

tional to jg ~#ð ~k; zÞj2 (for details see the Supplemental
Material [24]). Additionally, in order to be as close as
possible to the experimental conditions, the existence of
vibrorotational states in organic molecules must also be
taken into account. These degrees of freedom within the
QEs can be incorporated into the 2LS model by means of
pure dephasing mechanisms characterized by a dephasing
rate, !$ . In this work we take !$ ¼ 40 meV [27], which is
a typical value at room temperature for the organic mole-
cules used to observe SCs between N QEs and SPPs.

With all these ingredients, we use a Markovian master
equation for the densitymatrix and introduce perturbatively

the corresponding Lindblad operators [28] associated with
each of the three dissipative channels. Recalling that the
general expression of a Lindblad term associated with an
arbitrary operator c is Lc ¼ ð2c%cy $ cyc%$ %cycÞ, the
master equation for the density matrix associated with

momentum ~k, % ~kðtÞ can be written as

_% ~k ¼ i½% ~k; H
N
~k
þHL

~k
' þ

!D~k

2
LD~k

þ
!a ~k

2
La ~k

þ !$

2
LDy

~k
D~k
:

(5)

The solution of the master equation for ~k0 ¼ ~kð!0Þ
(in-plane momentum that displays maximum coupling)
yields to coherence functions being proportional to
exp ðiRtÞ where R is the Rabi splitting at resonance:

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½gN~#ð ~k0Þ'2 $ ð!D~k0

þ !$ $ !a ~k0
Þ2=16

r
: (6)

Following the standard analysis [29], we will consider
that our hybrid system is within the SC regime when the
imaginary part of the Rabi splitting is zero. In Fig. 2(b), we
plot the evolution of R ( Rr þ iRi with the volume density
n for an ensemble of N QEs whose dipoles are oriented
isotropically. For very low densities (for this set of parame-
ters, n < 2) 103 #m$3), R is a purely imaginary number,
and therefore the system operates in the WC regime.
This density threshold nt is mainly controlled by !$ as
!$ * !D, !a for this set of decay rates. Notice that as !$

decreases exponentially when lowering the temperature
[27], nt is expected to be much smaller at very low
temperatures (by assuming !$ ¼ 0 at zero temperature,
nt would be around 20 #m$3). For high enough densities
(n + 105– 108 #m$3, typical densities in the experiments
[18]), Rr (the so-called vacuum Rabi splitting) is domi-
nated by the coupling constant gN as gN * f!D;!a;!$g
and Rr + gN . As this coupling constant scales as

ffiffiffi
n

p
, so

does Rr, as observed in the experiments. Within our
formalism, it is also possible to evaluate the absorption
spectra; a magnitude that is attainable experimentally. In
Fig. 2(c) we plot the polariton population (the sum of both
the QEs supermode and SPP mode occupations; a magni-
tude that is proportional to the absorption by the system
[30]) versus energy and parallel momentum, showing the
anticrossing between the flatband at!0 associated with the
collective mode of the N QEs and the dispersive band of
the SPPs. Already existent experimental results [18] can be
confronted with our theoretical framework. In that experi-
ment, the metal film was silver, W¼50nm, and an ens-
emble of n ¼ 1:2) 108 #m$3 rhodamine 6G molecules
were used as QEs (!0 ¼ 1 #eV, as reported in Ref. [31]).
This resulted in the observation of a Rabi splitting of
0.115 eV. For those parameters, our theory predicts
Rr ¼ 0:04 eV for parallel-oriented QEs, Rr ¼ 0:18 eV
for the perpendicular orientation, and Rr ¼ 0:10 eV for

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Coupling constant gNðW Þ for sepa-
rations s ranging from 1 to 50 nm and for parallel, perpendicular,
and isotropic orientations of the QEs with !0 ¼ 0:1 meV.
(b) Real (solid black) and imaginary (red dashed) parts of the
Rabi splitting at resonance for dipoles oriented isotropically, Riso ,
as a function of n for the geometrical parameters: s¼1nm,W ¼
500 nm, and !$ ¼ 40 meV. (c) Polariton population (see main

text) of a distribution of QEs as a function of ~k, with the same
geometrical parameters as in panel (b) and with ! ~k ¼ 0:1gN .
The volume density in this case is n ¼ 106 #m$3, as in panel (a).
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A consequence

•                                is not a good quantum number 

•  The ground state is a “dressed” vacuum. 
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Collective Ultra-strong coupling regime

Interaction between molecules and EM fields in the UltraStrong regime:

Hybrid modes without external illumination

Change of energetics in the system

change in the Thermodynamic properties: 
magnetization, chemical reaction pathways, conductivity, etc…

Hybrid Light−Matter States in a Molecular and Material Science
Perspective
Thomas W. Ebbesen*

ISIS and USIAS, University of Strasbourg and CNRS, 8 alleé Monge, 67000 Strasbourg, France

CONSPECTUS: The notion that light and matter states can
be hybridized the way s and p orbitals are mixed is a concept
that is not familiar to most chemists and material scientists. Yet
it has much potential for molecular and material sciences that
is just beginning to be explored. For instance, it has already
been demonstrated that the rate and yield of chemical
reactions can be modified and that the conductivity of organic
semiconductors and nonradiative energy transfer can be
enhanced through the hybridization of electronic transitions.
The hybridization is not limited to electronic transitions; it can
be applied for instance to vibrational transitions to selectively
perturb a given bond, opening new possibilities to change the
chemical reactivity landscape and to use it as a tool in
(bio)molecular science and spectroscopy. Such results are not only the consequence of the new eigenstates and energies
generated by the hybridization. The hybrid light−matter states also have unusual properties: they can be delocalized over a very
large number of molecules (up to ca. 105), and they become dispersive or momentum-sensitive. Importantly, the hybridization
occurs even in the absence of light because it is the zero-point energies of the molecular and optical transitions that generate the
new light−matter states. The present work is not a review but rather an Account from the author’s point of view that first
introduces the reader to the underlying concepts and details of the features of hybrid light−matter states. It is shown that light−
matter hybridization is quite easy to achieve: all that is needed is to place molecules or a material in a resonant optical cavity (e.g.,
between two parallel mirrors) under the right conditions. For vibrational strong coupling, microfluidic IR cells can be used to
study the consequences for chemistry in the liquid phase. Examples of modified properties are given to demonstrate the full
potential for the molecular and material sciences. Finally an outlook of future directions for this emerging subject is given.

■ INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the formation of hybrid
light−matter states is to start with an all-molecular analogy,
namely, the formation J- and H-aggregates, where the molecular
transition moments of the aligned molecules couple to give rise
to two new eigenstates, as illustrated in Figure 1a.1 The
fluctuating transition dipole moments generate the interaction
just in the same way that fluctuating ground-state dipole
moments contribute to van der Waals forces. If one places
molecules for instance inside an optical cavity, as illustrated in
Figure 2a, that is tuned to a given molecular transition, then
Figure 1a can be replaced by Figure 1b, where one side is now
replaced by the optical mode of the cavity. In this quantum
electrodynamics (QED) picture, the optical cavity is just
another oscillator with its own zero-point energy.2 The new
hybrid states thus formed, known as polaritonic states, have the
following wave functions:

| + ⟩ = | ⟩ | ⟩ + | ⟩ | ⟩c cP e 0 g 111 m c 12 m c (1)

| − ⟩ = | ⟩ | ⟩ + | ⟩ | ⟩c cP e 0 g 122 m c 21 m c (2)

where P+ and P− are constructed as linear combinations of the
molecule in the excited state (e) with 0 photons in the cavity
and the molecule in the ground state (g) with 1 photon in the

cavity. The phenomenon leading to the formation of P+ and
P− is known in physics as light−matter strong coupling. The P
+ and P− wave functions are hybrids in the true sense since
they are combinations of components with different spins, the
Fermionic electronic part and the bosonic photonic part. P+
and P− are separated by what is known as the Rabi splitting
energy (Figure 1b). Figure 2b illustrates what happens to the
absorption spectrum of molecules when they are placed in a
cavity that is resonant with the molecular transition and the
conditions are right for the hybridization.
Historically, light−matter strong coupling was mainly the

province of physicists, working first with atoms and then with
semiconductors.2−5 The quasi-bosonic nature of the polaritons
generated for instance by exciting a transition to P− and P+ has
been the focus of much interest, as it has led to the promises of
low-threshold lasers, photoluminescent devices, and high-
temperature Bose−Einstein-like condensation of polaritons.3,4

The coupling of phonon modes to surface plasmon
resonances6,7 was followed by the first demonstration of
light−molecule strong coupling in 1982.8 However, it was not
until two papers9,10 appeared in 1998 that light−molecule
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where ℏω is the resonant energy, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
v is the volume of the electromagnetic mode (Figure 2), and nph
is the number of photons involved in the coupling process.
From the last factor in eq 4, it is immediately clear that even in
the absence of photons ℏΩR has a residual value known as the
vacuum Rabi splitting. The word “vacuum” here refers to the
vacuum (electromagnetic) field in the cavity (i.e., the zero-point
energy of the cavity) and not to the absence of matter. In all
that follows, we will always be in this limit, as we will consider
systems where many molecules are coupled to a single mode
and where adding photons does not increase ℏΩR. From a
QED point of view, the zero-point-energy interaction between
the cavity and molecular transitions is due to the exchange of
virtual photons (Figure 1).
The volume v of an electromagnetic mode of a microcavity

or a surface plasmon is typically very large (∼λ3 or ∼μm3 in the
visible) compared with the volume occupied by a molecule
(∼nm3), so it is possible for the number of molecules within
one mode and interacting with it, N, to be very large (Figure 2),
which results in a significant enhancement of the Rabi splitting
since ℏΩ ∝ N v/R . Considering the molecular density, strong
coupling in the visible spectrum can involve as many as ∼105
molecules, resulting in vacuum Rabi splittings on the order of 1
eV. To observe such large splittings, the other parameters in eq
4 must also be optimized: the transition dipole moment (i.e.,
the molar absorption coefficient) should be as high as possible,
and the mode volume should be minimal to maximize E0. The
latter is obtained by using metallic mirrors for a standard
Fabry−Perot (FP) cavity or plasmonic structures,33 which
concentrate the field at the metal surface. Cavities made from
dielectric mirrors can give rise to much sharper transmission
resonances, but this comes at the expense of larger mode
volumes as a consequence of the multiple reflections on the
different dielectric layers composing the mirrors.
The experimental realization of hybrid light−matter states

through strong coupling is quite straightforward. The simplest
is the use of an FP cavity. A glass slide is coated with a thin
metallic film (e.g., 30 nm of Ag). A polymer heavily loaded with
the dye (typically 50% by weight) is then spin-coated on top of
the mirror to the desired thickness so that when a second
mirror is deposited on top, the cavity is in resonance with the
absorption peak to be coupled. Figure 2b shows an example of
the consequences of strong coupling on the absorption
spectrum of the sample, with the appearance of two new
absorption peaks corresponding to the transitions to P+ and
P−. The energy separation between the two peaks reflects not
just the Rabi splitting but also the rate of energy exchange

between the molecules and the optical mode, vR, since this
quantity is given by

π= ℏΩ = Ω
v

h 2R
R R

(5)

vR must be higher than the rates of decay of the constituent
states, namely, the excited state and the photon in the cavity.
The latter can be calculated from the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of the optical mode (τ = ℏ/ΓFWHM). In
other words, the two new hybrid peaks must be separated by
more than the FWHM of both the molecular absorption and
the optical mode. The shape of the polaritonic absorption peaks
is mostly determined by the spectral features of the cavity
mode.
It should be noted that judging whether strong coupling has

been attained from the appearance of two transmission peaks
for the coupled system can be very misleading.31 After all, any
absorber can split a transmission peak in two. Therefore, both
the reflection (R) and transmission (T) must be measured to
calculate the absorption (A) spectrum (A = 1 − T − R).
Another important check is to measure the dependence of the
Rab i sp l i t t ing on the concent ra t ion (C) , i . e . ,
ℏΩ ∝ =N v C/R . Other features such as the angular
dependence will be discussed in the next section.

■ FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF HYBRID
LIGHT−MATTER STATES

Collective States

As already discussed, the strong coupling of a large number of
molecules to a given optical mode significantly enhances ℏΩR.
The large splitting perturbs the levels of the other molecular
eigenstates that are not directly involved in the coupling, as
illustrated in Figure 3. It also implies that the N molecules
generate N + 1 collective states, of which two are detectable (P
+ and P−) and the other N − 1 linear combinations are
collective dark states (so-called because transitions to these
states from the ground state are forbidden).31 The important
point is that the wave function of these hybrid states can be
delocalized over ca. 10N molecules in the mode volume,
offering a unique possibility to affect the electronic and energy
transport in molecular systems, as will be seen. Moreover, it has
been shown that the emission from P− is spatially coherent
over micrometer distances, resulting in interference fringes.34,35

In other words, coupled molecules that are micrometers apart
emit in-phase!
It has been argued that the Rabi splitting experienced by each

molecule involved in the collective coupling is not ℏΩR but
ℏΩ N/R . If this were the case, the splitting would be tiny, and
it is unlikely that any molecular or material property would be
modified as observed experimentally. As discussed below, the

Figure 3. Illustration of the collective states (P+, P−, and dark states (DS)) delocalized over many molecules M.
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(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Information), with the methylene-blue 
molecule aligned vertically in the gap19. Previous studies17 with 
empty cucurbit[n]urils show that the gap is 0.9 nm, with a refractive  
index of 1.4.

Dark-field scattering spectra from individual NPoMs show the effect 
of aligning the emitter in different orientations (Fig. 3a). With µm par-
allel to the mirror (top; without cucurbit[n]urils the methylene blue lies 
flat on the metal surface), the resonant scattering plasmonic peak (ωp) 
is identical to that of NPoMs without any emitters (ω0). But with µm 
perpendicular to the mirror (bottom), the spectra show two split peaks 
(ω+ and ω−) resulting from the strong interaction between emitters 
and plasmon. We contrast three types of samples. Without dye (Fig. 3b, 
top), a consistent gap plasmon (ωp) at 660 ±  10 nm is seen. Small fluc-
tuations in peak wavelength are associated with ±5-nm variations in 
nanoparticle size (Supplementary Fig. 2). When this NPoM is partially 
filled with methylene blue inside the cucurbit[7]uril, peaks at 610 nm 
and 750 nm are seen either side of the absorption peak of methylene 
blue at ω0 (Fig. 3b, bottom), corresponding to the formation of hybrid 
plasmon–exciton (‘plexciton’) branches, ω± =  ω0 ±  g/2. This yields a 
Rabi frequency of g =  380 meV, confirmed by full three-dimensional 
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations (Supplementary 
Fig. 3). While some studies13,14 have shown significant variations in 
ω±, we obtain highly consistent results, with no spectral wandering 
observed on individual NPoMs. With dye molecules perpendicular to 
the plasmon field (without cucurbit[n]urils), only a gap plasmon is seen 
(Supplementary Fig. 4c). Methylene-blue molecules self-assembling on 
gold orient flat to the surface, owing to π -stacking interactions between 
the conjugated phenyl rings and the metal film20. Our study thus shows 
how molecular scaffolding is essential to yield molecular coupling to 
the gap plasmon.

To map the dispersion curve, we combine scattering spectra from 
differently sized nanoparticles, plotted according to their detuning 
from the absorption (‘exciton’) resonance. Simulations of nanoparticles 
of 40–60 nm in diameter (Supplementary Fig. 5) show gap plasmons 
tuning across the exciton. A simple coupled-oscillator model matches 
the quantum mechanical Jaynes–Cummings picture13:

ω ω ω δ= ( + )± +± g1
2

1
2p 0

2 2

with plasmon and exciton resonance energies ωp and ω0, and detuning 
energies of δ =  ωp − ω0. Extracting ω± from the scattering spectra allows 
ωp to be calculated (knowing ω0, which does not show any spectral 

wandering). This fitting reveals typical anticrossing (mixing) behav-
iour (Fig. 3c), with g =  305 ±  8 meV at δ =  0. We find 2g/γpl ∼   5, well 
into the strong coupling regime. A key figure of merit is the Purcell 
factor, P =  Q/V, which characterizes different cavity systems (Fig. 1a). 
For our plasmonic nanocavities, P ≈   3.5 ×   106 (Supplementary Fig. 6);  
this is over an order of magnitude larger than the Purcell factors of 
state-of-the-art photonic crystal cavities5, which have reached 105, 
while state-of-the-art planar micropillars21,22 attain Purcell factors of 
3 ×   105. The ultralow cavity volume arises here because of the very 
large field confinement in such nanometre-sized gaps (Supplementary  
Fig. 9e). Such Purcell factors imply photon emission times below 
100 femtoseconds, seen as the ħ/g ∼  30-femtosecond Rabi flopping, 
but very short to measure directly.

To probe single-molecule strong coupling, we systematically decrease 
the number of methylene-blue molecules by reducing the ratio of meth-
ylene blue to cucurbit[7]uril. Previous studies and simple area estimates 
imply that 100 cucurbit[7]uril molecules lie inside each nanocavity 
(Supplementary Fig. 9). With the initial 1:10 molar ratio of methylene 

Figure 1 | Comparing single-molecule optical cavities. a, The quality 
factor, Q, of a nanocavity is plotted against its effective volume, V/Vλ 
(scaled to Vλ =  (λ/n)3), showing strong-coupling (green arrow), room-
temperature (blue arrow), and plasmonic (orange arrow) regimes for 
single emitters. The icons show realizations of each type of nanocavity: 
from right, whispering gallery spheres (used as microresonators in 
filters, sensors and lasers), microdisks, photonic crystals (with possible 
applications in optical computing), micropillars (used in high-throughput 

screening), and nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry (NPoM, used here). 
Purcell factors (P) show emission-rate enhancements. b, Diagram of a 
NPoM. The blue arrow in the gap between the nanoparticle and the mirror 
locates the transition dipole moment of the emitter. The inset above shows 
the simulated near-field of the coupled gap plasmon in the dashed box, 
with maximum electric field enhancement of about 400, oriented vertically 
(in the z direction).
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Figure 2 | Plasmonic nanocavity containing a dye molecule.  
a, Absorption spectra of methylene blue in water, with (blue) and without 
(red) encapsulation in cucurbit[n]urils of different diameters (dashed and 
solid red lines). Icons show individual molecules (in blue; line centred at ω0)  
and paired molecular dimers (in red). b, Illustration of a methylene-blue 
molecule in cucurbit[n]uril, in the nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry  
used here.
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Single-molecule strong coupling at room 
temperature in plasmonic nanocavities
Rohit Chikkaraddy1, Bart de Nijs1, Felix Benz1, Steven J. Barrow2, Oren A. Scherman2, Edina Rosta3, Angela Demetriadou4, 
Peter Fox4, Ortwin Hess4 & Jeremy J. Baumberg1

Photon emitters placed in an optical cavity experience an 
environment that changes how they are coupled to the surrounding 
light field. In the weak-coupling regime, the extraction of light from 
the emitter is enhanced. But more profound effects emerge when 
single-emitter strong coupling occurs: mixed states are produced that 
are part light, part matter1,2, forming building blocks for quantum 
information systems and for ultralow-power switches and lasers3–6. 
Such cavity quantum electrodynamics has until now been the 
preserve of low temperatures and complicated fabrication methods, 
compromising its use5,7,8. Here, by scaling the cavity volume to 
less than 40 cubic nanometres and using host–guest chemistry to 
align one to ten protectively isolated methylene-blue molecules, 
we reach the strong-coupling regime at room temperature and in 
ambient conditions. Dispersion curves from more than 50 such 
plasmonic nanocavities display characteristic light–matter mixing, 
with Rabi frequencies of 300 millielectronvolts for ten methylene-
blue molecules, decreasing to 90 millielectronvolts for single 
molecules—matching quantitative models. Statistical analysis of 
vibrational spectroscopy time series and dark-field scattering spectra 
provides evidence of single-molecule strong coupling. This dressing 
of molecules with light can modify photochemistry, opening up the 
exploration of complex natural processes such as photosynthesis9 
and the possibility of manipulating chemical bonds10.

Creating strongly coupled mixed states from visible light and  
individual emitters is severely compromised by the hundred-fold  
difference in their spatial localization. To overcome this, high-quality 
cavities are used to boost interaction times and enhance coupling 
strengths. However, in larger cavities the longer round trip for photons 
to return to the same emitter decreases the coupling, which scales as 
∝ /g V1 , where V is the effective cavity volume and g is the coupling 

energy. This coupling has to exceed both the cavity loss rate, κ, and the 
emitter scattering rate, γ, in order for energy to cycle back and forth 
between matter and light components, requiring 2g >   γ, κ (ref. 11). For 
cryogenic emitters5,6 (laser-cooled atoms, vacancies in diamond, or 
semiconductor quantum dots), the suppressed emitter scattering allows 
large cavities (with a high quality factor, Q, which is proportional to κ−1) 
to reach strong coupling. Severe technical challenges, however, restrict 
the energy, bandwidth, size and complexity of devices. Progress towards 
room-temperature devices has been limited by the unavoidable increase 
in emitter scattering, and the difficulty of reducing the volume of dielectric- 
based microcavities—at wavelength λ and refractive index n—below 
Vλ =   (λ/n)3. At room temperature, typical scattering rates for embedded 
dipoles are γ  ∼  kBT, implying that suitable Q <   100, which thus requires 
cavities of less than 10−5Vλ (Fig. 1a, dark green shaded area).

Improved confinement uses surface plasmons (Fig. 1a), combining 
oscillations of free electrons in metals with electromagnetic waves12. 
Structured metal films can couple molecular aggregates of high oscil-
lator strength, but far too many molecules are involved for quantum 

optics. Recent studies have reached 1,000 molecules13–15—still far above 
the one to ten molecules that are needed to access quantum effects at 
room temperature.

To create such small nanocavities and orient single molecules  
precisely within them, we use bottom-up nanoassembly. Although field 
volumes of individual plasmonic nanostructures are too large1,2, smaller 
volumes and stronger field enhancements occur within subnanometre 
gaps between paired plasmonic nanoparticles. We use the promising 
nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) geometry16, placing emitters in the 
gap between nanoparticles and a mirror underneath (Fig. 1b). This 
gap is accurately controlled to a subnanometre scale using molecular 
spacers, is easily made by depositing monodisperse metal nanoparticles  
onto a metal film, and is scalable, repeatable and straightforward to 
characterize17,18 . Specifically, we use gold nanoparticles of 40-nm  
diameter on a 70-nm-thick gold film, separated by a 0.9-nm molecular 
spacer (see below). The intense interaction between each nanoparticle 
and its image forms a dimer-like construct with field enhancements of 
∼103, and an ultralow mode volume. The coupled plasmonic dipolar 
mode is localized in the gap (Fig. 1b), with the electric field oriented 
vertically (along the z direction). The resonant wavelength is deter-
mined by the nanoparticle size and gap thickness, and can thus be 
tuned from 600 nm to 1,200 nm (ref. 17).

Several factors are essential in positioning a quantum emitter inside 
these small gaps. One is to prevent molecular aggregation, which occurs 
commonly. Another is to ensure that the transition dipole moment, µm, 
is perfectly aligned with the gap plasmon (along the electric field). We 
use a common dye molecule, methylene blue, with a molecular transi-
tion at 665 nm, to which our plasmons are tuned. To avoid aggregation 
of the dye molecules and to assemble them in the proper orientation,  
we use the host–guest chemistry of macrocyclic cucurbit[n]uril mol-
ecules. These are pumpkin-shaped molecules with varying hollow 
hydrophobic internal volumes, determined by the number of units in 
the ring (n), in which guest molecules can sit (Supplementary Fig. 1)19.  
Cucurbit[7]uril is water-soluble and can accommodate only one 
methylene-blue molecule inside. Encapsulation of methylene blue 
inside cucurbit[7]uril is confirmed by absorption spectroscopy  
(Fig. 2a): methylene-blue dimers (shown by the small ‘shoulder’ peak 
at 625 nm on the red curve) disappear on mixing low methylene-blue 
concentrations with cucurbit[7]uril (in a 1:10 molar ratio) (Fig. 2a, blue 
curve). Control experiments with the smaller cucurbit[5]uril molecules 
(into which methylene blue cannot fit) do not remove this shoulder 
peak (Fig. 2a, dashed line), ruling out parasitic binding. Placing single 
methylene-blue molecules into cucurbit[7]uril thus avoids any aggrega-
tion. Carbonyl portals at either end of the 0.9-nm-high cucurbit[n]uril 
molecules bind them with their rims flat onto the gold surface (Fig. 2b).  
When a monolayer of cucurbit[7]uril is first deposited on the gold 
mirror and suitably filled with methylene-blue molecules, gold 
nanoparticles can bind on top to form the desired filled nanocavity  

1NanoPhotonics Centre, Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 0HE, UK. 2Melville Laboratory for Polymer Synthesis, Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, 
Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, UK. 3Department of Chemistry, King’s College London, London SE1 1DB, UK. 4Blackett Laboratory, Department of Physics, Prince Consort Road,  
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blue:cucurbit[7]uril, the mean number (n) of methylene-blue mole-
cules within each mode volume is thus 10. We explore many plasmonic 
nanocavities with a mean dye number of 10 or less (Fig. 4a). From the 
resulting spectra, we extract coupling strengths at different mean dye 
numbers, and plot these along with the predicted coupling strength:

ħµ
λεε

= πg nc
V

4
n m

0

where µm =  3.8D is the transition dipole moment of isolated methylene- 
blue molecules23. The probability of finding each coupling strength  
(Fig. 4a, colour map) follows the Poisson distribution for n molecules 
under each nanoparticle. The range of Rabi splittings seen for n =  2.5 that 
exceed thermal- and cavity-loss rates at room temperature, is consistent 
with the idea that our plasmonic nanocavity is supporting single-molecule  
strong coupling. Reassuringly, the range of Rabi frequencies observed 
increases as the molecular concentration is reduced, as would be expected 

Figure 3 | Strong coupling seen in scattering spectra of individual 
NPoMs. a, Scattering spectra resulting from isolated NPoMs according to 
the orientation of the emitter (the methylene-blue dye; see insets). With 
the dye transition dipole moment, µm, oriented parallel to the mirror, 
the resonant scattering plasmonic peak (ωp) is identical to that of NPoMs 
without any emitters. With µm oriented parallel to the mirror, split peaks 
result from the strong interaction between the emitter and the plasmon. 

The blue dashed line indicates the dye’s absorption wavelength (centred 
at ω0). b, Comparison of scattering spectra from different NPoMs (see 
insets), whose gaps are filled by a cucurbit[7]uril monolayer that is empty 
(top), or encapsulating dye molecules (bottom). c, Resonant positions of 
methylene-blue (ω0), plasmon (ωp) and hybrid modes (ω+ and ω− ) as a 
function of extracted detuning. The symbol size depicts the amplitude in 
scattering spectra.
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Figure 4 | Rabi splitting from few molecules. a, Energy of Rabi 
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perfect model; the dashed lines show a random-placement model. c–e, 
Scattering spectra for one, two and three molecules (corresponding to b), 
with fits. f, Single-molecule probability histograms for n =  0.2 and 2.5, 
derived from modified principal-component analysis (Supplementary  
Fig. 13). The yellow bars show single-molecule events. The insets show  
the Raman signatures of the two different types of molecular event.
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Vacuum Rabi splitting in a plasmonic cavity at
the single quantum emitter limit
Kotni Santhosh1,*,w, Ora Bitton2,*, Lev Chuntonov3,* & Gilad Haran1

The strong interaction of individual quantum emitters with resonant cavities is of fundamental

interest for understanding light–matter interactions. Plasmonic cavities hold the promise of

attaining the strong coupling regime even under ambient conditions and within subdiffraction

volumes. Recent experiments revealed strong coupling between individual plasmonic

structures and multiple organic molecules; however, strong coupling at the limit of a single

quantum emitter has not been reported so far. Here we demonstrate vacuum Rabi splitting, a

manifestation of strong coupling, using silver bowtie plasmonic cavities loaded with

semiconductor quantum dots (QDs). A transparency dip is observed in the scattering spectra

of individual bowties with one to a few QDs, which are directly counted in their gaps. A

coupling rate as high as 120 meV is registered even with a single QD, placing the bowtie-QD

constructs close to the strong coupling regime. These observations are verified by

polarization-dependent experiments and validated by electromagnetic calculations.
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The interaction of emitters with an optical cavity falls
within the realm of cavity quantum electrodynamics1.
Approaching the limit of strong coupling between

individual quantum emitters and resonant cavities is important
for multiple advanced optical applications, such as quantum
information processing2,3 and quantum communication4,5.
Strong coupling can be observed through the phenomenon of
vacuum Rabi splitting in the optical spectra of the joint systems,
as well as in the appearance of non-classical photon correlations.
The strength of the interaction depends on the ratio of the quality
factor of the cavity to the mode volume, Q/V. In optical cavities
made of, for example, photonic crystals6 or micropillars7, the
fundamental laws of diffraction set a strict limitation on the cavity
size, which cannot be smaller than half the wavelength of the
interacting photon. This in turn limits how small V can be and
mandates a very high Q, to attain the strong coupling regime.
Obtaining such a high-quality factor requires demanding
experimental conditions such as cryogenic temperatures and
ultra-narrow frequency light sources.

Cavities made of materials that can sustain surface plasmon
(SP) excitations can beat the diffraction limit by focusing intense
electromagnetic fields into volumes much smaller than the
wavelength of light8. Such cavities should simplify considerably
the experimental conditions required for strong light–matter
interactions and may allow quantum optical experiments to be
conducted under ambient conditions.

Noble metals are most often used for generating structures
sustaining SPs at visible wavelengths. Although the SP relaxation
times in such structures are ultrafast, severely limiting Q, their
mode volume is drastically reduced compared with photonic
cavities. In recent years, there has been much interest in studies of
coupling between SPs, either propagating or localized, and
quantum emitters such as molecules9. These experiments
involved multiple molecules and often multiple or extended
plasmonic structures as well. In recent times, strong coupling has
also been probed at the level of a single plasmonic device.
Thus, Halas and colleagues10 used gold dimers and molecular
J-aggregates to observe a Rabi splitting of B230 meV. Shegai and
colleagues11 observed strong coupling using either a silver
nanorod or a silver nanoprism12, in both cases employing
J-aggregates as the quantum emitters. In all of these experiments,
the interaction involved hundreds of quantum emitters or
more. However, for quantum information operations one needs
to approach the limit of a single quantum emitter coupled to the
cavity.

In this study, we show that one can indeed observe strong
coupling in the limit of a single quantum emitter. In particular,
we use silver bowtie plasmonic cavities and couple them to
semiconductor quantum dots (QDs). Scattering spectra registered
from individual plasmonic cavities containing one to a few QDs
show vacuum Rabi splitting, indicating that the strong coupling
regime is approached in these systems. Polarization-dependent
experiments verify that the observed Rabi splitting is due to the
coupling of the longitudinal plasmon resonance of the bowties
with the QDs.

Results
Construction of plasmonic cavities with QDs. Inspired by
recent computational studies, suggesting that strong coupling
with individual emitters can be achieved in the gaps of plasmonic
structures13, we turned to silver bowties, which can be fabricated
with a small gap14. Silver is preferred as a material for plasmonic
devices due to its relatively low SP damping and hence the high
achievable quality factors of such devices compared with other
metals15. By varying the structural parameters of the bowties,

including side length and gap size, the localized SP excitations
of bowties manufactured by electron-beam lithography can be
tuned to resonance with the quantum emitter of choice, while
maintaining gaps of the order of B20 nm. To achieve strong
coupling, the quantum emitter should possess a large oscillator
strength and a narrow linewidth. QDs have several advantages
over organic emitters in relation to the aforementioned
characteristics16 and (most importantly) are also significantly
more photostable. They can also be observed by electron
microscopy and therefore can be directly counted.
Commercially available CdSe/ZnS QDs were employed in the
present study. Optical spectroscopy and electron microscopy
studies showed that the sample is mildly heterogeneous and the
diameter of the QD varies between 6 and 8 nm.

To position QDs within the gaps of bowties, we made use of
interfacial capillary forces17 to drive the QDs into lithographically
patterned holes in the bowtie gaps. This simple method
avoids additional steps such as chemical modification of the
QD/nanostructure surfaces. The process, described in Fig. 1 and
in the Methods section, led to the trapping in bowtie gaps of a
number of QDs that varied from one to several, as could be
ascertained by scanning electron microscopy.

Spectroscopy demonstrates Rabi splitting. Dark-field
microspectroscopy was used to characterize the plasmonic
behaviour of every single bowtie by measuring its scattering
spectrum. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, empty bowties
possess two modes, a transverse mode at E2.05 eV and a
longitudinal mode at E1.9 eV, the latter being due to dipolar
coupling of the two parts of each bowtie. The absorption and
emission spectra of the QDs are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2
and demonstrate that the optical transitions of the QDs
are in resonance with the plasmon excitations of the bowties.
(See also Supplementary Note 1 for further discussion on the role
of the absorption and emission spectra in coupling to the
plasmonic cavity.)

Figure 2a shows bowties with QDs in their gaps whose
scattering spectra present transparency dips indicative of Rabi

Step 1

Step 2

VapourQD solution

a

b

Figure 1 | Construction of bowties with quantum dots in their gaps.
(a) Schematic illustration of the two-step lithography process for making
holes at the centre of bowtie structures and the interfacial capillary force
assisted method for driving QDs into the holes. (b) Scanning electron
microscope images of bowties with one, two and multiple QDs in their gaps
(from left to right). The positions of the QDs are marked by red arrows.
Scale bars, 20 nm (yellow).
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splitting. Overall, we collected scattering spectra from 21 QD-
containing bowties, out of which 14 spectra showed a definite
signature of splitting. Thus, the top bowtie in Fig. 2a, with a single
QD and a particularly small gap (B19 nm), presents a clear Rabi
splitting feature. Similarly, Rabi splitting is observed in the
spectra of the two other bowties shown in Fig. 2a, with two and
three QDs and gaps of 17 and 30 nm, respectively. The spectra in
this figure, as well as other spectra showing Rabi splitting, were
fitted using the coupled oscillator model18 (see Methods).
This model represents the plasmon mode and the exciton of
the quantum emitter as coupled harmonic oscillators exchanging
energy reversibly. The coupling rate characterizing the interaction
is given by g¼l "E, where l is the transition dipole moment
of the exciton and E is the electric field of the plasmon. This
coupling leads to the generation of upper (O þ ) and lower (O $ )
plasmon-exciton hybrid states, with a transparency dip in
between13,19. The Rabi splitting values, O þ $ O $ , can be
obtained directly from the fitted curves, and for the three
examples in Fig. 2a they are 176, 288 and 224 meV, respectively.
These values are comparable to recently reported values of
Rabi splittings of J-aggregates with individual plasmonic
structures10,12, although hundreds of quantum emitters were

involved in the latter. Not all bowties loaded with a single QD
showed a clear transparency dip in the scattering spectrum.
Instead, Rabi splitting manifested itself in a significant
spectral broadening as compared with that of an empty
bowtie (Supplementary Fig. 3), indicating coupling between
plasmons and excitons. Splitting was readily observed in
bowties with several QDs; see Supplementary Fig. 4 for
additional spectra.

Coupling rates obtained from the fits of data sets with one and
two QDs are plotted as a function of gap size in Fig. 2b,c.
The figures also contain theoretical estimates of the coupling
rates, based on the numerical calculations described below.
The coupling rate depends strongly on the gap size of each
bowtie. For instance, for two QDs the coupling rate is more than
doubled when the gap size changes from 25 to 17 nm. In general,
the coupling increases with the number of quantum emitters (N)
(g %

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

g1, g1 being the coupling rate for one quantum
emitter1), although in our experiments this dependence is
partially masked by the dependence on gap size and QD
position variations. Although the values of the coupling rates
obtained from the fits are smaller than the values of the plasmon
widths (which are B400 meV), significant splittings are observed,
indicating that the strong coupling regime has indeed been
attained, or is close9. Supplementary Fig. 5 shows histograms of
the values of all parameters obtained from the coupled oscillator
fits to measured spectra.

To obtain an unequivocal proof that the splitting in the spectra
is due to strong (or close-to-strong) coupling of the bowtie
longitudinal plasmon mode and the quantum emitter’s exciton,
we resorted to polarization-dependent experiments in which the
polarization of the excitation source was rotated. Figure 2d
shows an example of a polarization series measured on the
bowtie with two QDs from Fig. 2a. When the excitation is
polarized along the longitudinal direction of the bowtie (that is,
along its long axis), the spectrum shows two peaks due to
Rabi splitting. As the polarization is rotated to the transverse
direction, the double-peaked spectrum is gradually replaced with
the single-peaked spectrum of the transverse mode. Similar
results with other bowties are shown in Supplementary Fig. 6.
These results clearly indicate that the transparency dips in the
scattering spectra are due to a genuine coupling of the plasmon
and QD excitations.

Discussion
The experimental results described above show that the
positioning of one or a few QDs within a silver bowtie can bring
this plasmonic cavity very close to the strong coupling regime. To
support the experimental results and shed further light on them,
we performed electromagnetic calculations, using the boundary
element method20. The simulations revealed some interesting
facts. The top spectrum in Fig. 3a is the calculated scattering
spectrum of an empty bowtie. The spectrum for a bowtie with a
single QD at the centre of the gap is shown below, demonstrating
a small change compared with the empty bowtie. However, when
the QD is positioned closer to one of the prisms constituting the
bowtie, or the number of QDs in the hotspot is increased from
one to two, a more significant transparency dip appears. The Rabi
splitting is observed in both calculated scattering and extinction
spectra (the latter not shown). Importantly, no such splitting is
found when the simulation is repeated with a single metallic
prism rather than a bowtie structure.

The simulation allows us to directly calculate the coupling rate
for a quantum emitter with an oscillator strength similar to a QD
(B0.6)21–23. The spatial distribution of the coupling rate across
the gap is shown in Fig. 3b, clearly indicating that the
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Figure 2 | Strong coupling of plasmons and quantum emitters.
(a) Scattering spectra of bowties with (from top to bottom) one, two and
three QDs in the gap, respectively. All spectra show a transparency dip due
to Rabi splitting. The black lines are experimental data and the coloured
lines are fits to the coupled oscillator model. Insets show the scanning
electron microscope images of the bowties. The positions of the QDs are
marked by red arrows. Scale bars, 20 nm (yellow). (b,c) Coupling rates as a
function of gap size for bowties with one QD ((b) red symbols) and two
QDs ((c) green symbols). The errors in the coupling rate values, obtained
from the fitted functions, are estimated to be 2–5 meV. The continuous lines
represent the numerically calculated coupling rates at two configurations
along the centre line of the bowtie: with the QDs almost touching one of the
prisms (continuous lines) or with the QDs at the centre of the bowtie
(dashed-dotted lines). In the experiments, the QDs may be positioned away
from the centre line so that their coupling rates are lower than the
calculated lines. (d) Polarization series of the middle bowtie structure
in a. As the polarization of the excitation light is rotated from the direction
parallel to the bowtie long axis to perpendicular to it, the transparency
dip in the spectrum gradually vanishes, indicating that it indeed originates
in the coupling of the QD exciton with the longitudinal plasmon resonance
of the bowtie.
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Conclusions 

Nanophotonics aims at concentrating EM fields:

- Ultra-compact optical devices.

- Improved spacial resolution

- Enhanced Light-matter interaction

Ultrastrong coupling effects may lead 
to new physics: 

- tailoring the vacuum 
- new photochemistry (without photons!)

Metals support surface plasmons,
which provide EM confinement for free

Hybrid Light−Matter States in a Molecular and Material Science
Perspective
Thomas W. Ebbesen*

ISIS and USIAS, University of Strasbourg and CNRS, 8 alleé Monge, 67000 Strasbourg, France

CONSPECTUS: The notion that light and matter states can
be hybridized the way s and p orbitals are mixed is a concept
that is not familiar to most chemists and material scientists. Yet
it has much potential for molecular and material sciences that
is just beginning to be explored. For instance, it has already
been demonstrated that the rate and yield of chemical
reactions can be modified and that the conductivity of organic
semiconductors and nonradiative energy transfer can be
enhanced through the hybridization of electronic transitions.
The hybridization is not limited to electronic transitions; it can
be applied for instance to vibrational transitions to selectively
perturb a given bond, opening new possibilities to change the
chemical reactivity landscape and to use it as a tool in
(bio)molecular science and spectroscopy. Such results are not only the consequence of the new eigenstates and energies
generated by the hybridization. The hybrid light−matter states also have unusual properties: they can be delocalized over a very
large number of molecules (up to ca. 105), and they become dispersive or momentum-sensitive. Importantly, the hybridization
occurs even in the absence of light because it is the zero-point energies of the molecular and optical transitions that generate the
new light−matter states. The present work is not a review but rather an Account from the author’s point of view that first
introduces the reader to the underlying concepts and details of the features of hybrid light−matter states. It is shown that light−
matter hybridization is quite easy to achieve: all that is needed is to place molecules or a material in a resonant optical cavity (e.g.,
between two parallel mirrors) under the right conditions. For vibrational strong coupling, microfluidic IR cells can be used to
study the consequences for chemistry in the liquid phase. Examples of modified properties are given to demonstrate the full
potential for the molecular and material sciences. Finally an outlook of future directions for this emerging subject is given.

■ INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the formation of hybrid
light−matter states is to start with an all-molecular analogy,
namely, the formation J- and H-aggregates, where the molecular
transition moments of the aligned molecules couple to give rise
to two new eigenstates, as illustrated in Figure 1a.1 The
fluctuating transition dipole moments generate the interaction
just in the same way that fluctuating ground-state dipole
moments contribute to van der Waals forces. If one places
molecules for instance inside an optical cavity, as illustrated in
Figure 2a, that is tuned to a given molecular transition, then
Figure 1a can be replaced by Figure 1b, where one side is now
replaced by the optical mode of the cavity. In this quantum
electrodynamics (QED) picture, the optical cavity is just
another oscillator with its own zero-point energy.2 The new
hybrid states thus formed, known as polaritonic states, have the
following wave functions:

| + ⟩ = | ⟩ | ⟩ + | ⟩ | ⟩c cP e 0 g 111 m c 12 m c (1)

| − ⟩ = | ⟩ | ⟩ + | ⟩ | ⟩c cP e 0 g 122 m c 21 m c (2)

where P+ and P− are constructed as linear combinations of the
molecule in the excited state (e) with 0 photons in the cavity
and the molecule in the ground state (g) with 1 photon in the

cavity. The phenomenon leading to the formation of P+ and
P− is known in physics as light−matter strong coupling. The P
+ and P− wave functions are hybrids in the true sense since
they are combinations of components with different spins, the
Fermionic electronic part and the bosonic photonic part. P+
and P− are separated by what is known as the Rabi splitting
energy (Figure 1b). Figure 2b illustrates what happens to the
absorption spectrum of molecules when they are placed in a
cavity that is resonant with the molecular transition and the
conditions are right for the hybridization.
Historically, light−matter strong coupling was mainly the

province of physicists, working first with atoms and then with
semiconductors.2−5 The quasi-bosonic nature of the polaritons
generated for instance by exciting a transition to P− and P+ has
been the focus of much interest, as it has led to the promises of
low-threshold lasers, photoluminescent devices, and high-
temperature Bose−Einstein-like condensation of polaritons.3,4

The coupling of phonon modes to surface plasmon
resonances6,7 was followed by the first demonstration of
light−molecule strong coupling in 1982.8 However, it was not
until two papers9,10 appeared in 1998 that light−molecule
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